One conceivable function for constitutive integrase formation by lambda prophage is to stabilize the inserted state by catalyzing reinsertion of prophages that are accidentally excised. As this hypothesis implies a dynamic equilibrium between inserted and noninserted DNA, the existence of such an equilibrium is explored. By examining the frequency with which prophages appear in an initially unoccupied chromosomal site of a lysogenic bacterium in which the prophage attachment site is duplicated, the off-rate is estimated as less than 10-2 per generation for wild-type X, and less than 4 X 10-4 for N mutants of X. From the rate of integrase-catalyzed haploidization of certain partial diploid strains, the rate of spontaneous integrase activity is estimated as 3 X 10-3 per generation. From these values I conclude that constitutive integrase will not appreciably stabilize the inserted state by virtue of its known activity.
The defining characteristic of a temperate virus is the ability to establish its genome as a permanent resident of an infected cell and its descendants. One method of accomplishing this end is by inserting the viral genome into the continuity of the host chromosome. This is the strategy employed by bacteriophage lambda infecting Escherichia coli. The act of insertion includes breaking and rejoining of host and viral DNA at specific sites on both partners. This special recombinational event is catalyzed by a viral enzyme, integrase (1) .
So long as the viral genome remains latent, it is passively replicated as part of the host chromosome. As it is already inserted, there is no obvious need for further integrase. The only viral protein known to be essential for stabilization of the lysogenic condition is the repressor (product of the cI gene, ref.
2). The repressor prevents transcription of most other viral genes, by binding to specific sites on the viral DNA. In order for the latent provirus ever to generate infectious particles, repressor must be destroyed, and the insertion process must be reversed so that the phage DNA is cut out of the bacterial chromosome.
Excision of lambda DNA from the chromosome, like insertion, requires integrase. It also requires a second viral product, called excisionase. The genetic determinants of integrase and excisionase have been mapped, and lie next to each other, close to the insertion site (3) . The product of a third viral gene (hen) enhances the rate of insertion but not of excision (4) .
The fact that insertion and excision have different genetic requirements raises the possibility of differential control of the two functions. At least, one plausible reason that the virus might elect to impose different catalytic requirements on these two reactions is so that it can regulate the direction, as well as the rate, of the process. We might then expect that insertion would be favored in infected cells about to become repressed, whereas excision would be more efficient in a derepressed lysogenic cell.
Direct evidence for differential control of the int and xis genes is scanty. Weisberg and Gottesman (5) showed -that when transiently derepressed lysogens were allowed to reestablish repression, excisionase function decayed much more rapidly than integrase did. This explains why insertion is favored in recently repressed cells. Whether the differential stability they observed was purely metabolic or whether continued transcription contributed to their result has not been determined.
At that time, the only known manner in which int and xis could be transcribed was from the major leftward promoter PL. Transcription from this promoter is repressed by the products of genes cI and cro, and extended beyond early termination sites by the protein product of gene N (6 An upper limit for the rate of equilibration between insertion sites A large body of experience with strains carrying phages X (7, 8) or P2 (10, 12) inserted at sites other than the preferred one argues that, at least at these secondary sites, insertion is stable. For X at its preferred site, the relevant data come from strains carrying a duplication of the site and adjacent DNA. My results have accumulated in the course of analyzing a strain which does not carry an F' element, but what is apparently a tandem duplication of a small segment of chromosomal DNA including the X insertion site attX (13) . The strain was heterozygous for bacterial markers within the duplicated segment, so that one prophage attachment site is genetically linked to a gal+ gene and the other to a gal-.
Many different lysogenic derivatives of this strain were synthesized. Some of these were lysogenic at one of the two attachment sites, whereas others carried genetically distinguishable phages at the two sites. To determine the location of a prophage within a given strain, haploid gal-segregants were examined for their prophage content. Given the original gene order gal+ attxi bio gal attX2 bio a haploid gal-derivative can arise by a single internal crossover to the left of gal. Except for rare multiple crossovers, all gal-segregants will, therefore, carry whatever prophages were located at attx2 and not those located at att xi.
There is no independent evidence for the gene order or the rarity of multiple crossovers other than the fact that almost all haploid gal-derivatives from any one strain are identical in prophage content and (where the bio genes were also marked genetically) at the bio locus (13, 14) . But this fact in itself precludes frequent migration of prophages between attXi and attX2 during cellular growth. Detailed examination of the data allows us to place an upper limit on the possible exchange rate.
In order to assure an independent origin of different galsegregants, each lysogenic strain was analyzed in the following manner: a colony that was recognizably diploid (appearing variegated on galactose indicator agar) was restreaked, and several diploid daughter colonies were picked and streaked again. From each of these later streakings, one or two gal-colonies were tested for their prophage content.
Thus, analyses of each strain included data from several different gal-colonies.
In the particular data summarized in Table 1 cell generation. Allowing for statistical fluctuations in the numerator, we can still safely place it below 4 X 10-4 per cell generation. As the rate of spontaneous prophage loss is much less than this value (9), the exchange rate comprises an upper limit for the off-rate as well. Unfortunately for our purposes here, the series of experiments just described was carried out with phages in which gene N function was partially or completely inactivated by mutation. Inasmuch as the gene N product enhances the transcription of xis starting from PL, the stability of the inserted state observed with N-mutants might be misleading.
We therefore list in Table 1 three other sets of data that should measure more fairly the rate of equilibration of prophages between attachment sites. The second pair of strains includes amber mutants in genes that have no known influence on regulation of integration or excision. The third pair includes lysogens of the X-related phage 82. In the last pair, both sites attxi and attX2 are occupied in the initial strain, and we look for addition, replacement, or recombination of the prophage at att2.
In these cases, a single gal-colony was picked from each diploid daughter colony, so we have multiplied the number of individuals times 30 generations (the average number of generations from the original colony to segregation of its gal-derivative) in calculating exchange rates.
It must be stressed that the estimates given are all upper limits, because the observed "possible changes in location" may result from processes other than intracellular excision and reinsertion. The fact that all the positive entries in the last three groups come from strains that carried a nondefective phage suggests reinfection within the colony. Either multiple recombination at the time of segregation or reciprocal recombination within the diploid strain can likewise produce gal-haploids where the prophage originally at attX2 has been replaced, all or in part, by that originally at attxi.
Whereas technical improvements could eliminate some of these alternative routes, it is already clear from the data in Table 1 that the exchange rate is very low. On the time-scale of the individual doubling cycle, a dynamic equilibrium does not exist. Reinsertion is not required, because excision does not occur. The prophage is stably inserted in the chromosome and remains there.
One might, however, still argue that a residence time of 100 or more generations, although long, still permits an instability that is appreciable if compared, for example, to a typical mutation rate. The frequency of spontaneous prophage loss ("curing") is less than per generation (9) . Could the integrase in lysogens reinsert those prophages that might excise at a rate of 10-2, thus reducing the net rate by another factor of 104? Constitutive rates of integrase reaction The answer is negative, unless further ad hoc assumptions are made. The reason is simply that the rate of integrase action observed in repressed lysogens is far too low to reinsert more than a small fraction of those genomes that might excise.
Two sets of quantitative data can be used to estimate the rate of constitutive integrase action. Both involve special strains in which there is an inserted DNA segment bounded by the attachment sites (P.P' and B.B') that interact in the normal insertion reaction. The catalytic requirements of integrase reactions depend on local chemistry of the interacting sites. Thus excision from these strains depends only on integrase. Excisionase is not needed. Echols (9) measured the frequency, within a cell population, of nonlysogenic derivatives of strain lysogenic for the prophage X gal cIts857, bounded by sites P.P' and B.B'. Non lysogens were selectively scored by their ability to form colonies at 43°. At this temperature the parent lysogen is killed because repressor is denatured. The observed frequency of such cured cells was 5 X 10-3. This number is not directly convertible into a rate of prophage loss per cell generation, but requires that rate to be somewhat less than 10-3. I have collected data on the same question from studies of a complex derivative of the duplication strain used in Table  1 . A bacterial strain (R901) made by compounding two dele- tions entering the prophage from opposite directions includes a small fragment of X DNA (part of gene Q, and genes S, R, and A), fused on one end to the middle of the gal operon, and on the other end to bacterial DNA beyond the bio cluster (14) . This strain can be lysogenized by reciprocal homologous recombination within X DNA. Bacterial mating of such R901 lysogens with an F+ strain bearing a gal bio duplication yields some products of the form gal+ B.B' bio+ galK(A) SRA J P.' N RA(A) Like the original duplication strain, these bacteria can produce haploid segregants by internal recombination. Homologous recombination can occur in two places: (a) Recombination within or to the left of the gal operon will generate haploids that are galactose-(Gal-), biotin-(Bio-), and lysogenic. (b) The products of recombination to the right of bio will be Gal+, Bio+, and nonlysogenic. Homologous recombination cannot generate a Gal+ Bio-haploid, because all homologous DNA between gal and bio has been deleted.
Nevertheless, Gal+ Bio-haploids are found in such cultures (Table 2) . These arise by integrase-promoted recombination between sites B.B' and P.P'. This interpretation is verified by the facts that (a) no such recombinants arise if the strain carries an int-mutation and (b) the prophage genes present are those expected for recombination between B.B' and P.P'-i.e., genes N-A are present, but B-J are absent.
The rate of reaction can be estimated by multiplying the ratio of Gal+ Bio-segregants to Gal+ Bio+ (Table 2 ) and the known rate (8 X 10-3) of production of Gal+ Bio+ derivatives in the parent strain (13) The important point is that the known properties of the system fail to provide a sufficient explanation, so that unknown features of some sort must be postulated. If it is true that either transcription from pI or the efficiency of the products derived therefrom is preferentially augmented in specific cells at specific times, then the significant activity of this promoter is not constitutive but inducible. In that case, induction of this activity in infected cells is a reasonable expectation.
It is obviously difficult to demonstrate rigorously the natural function of any element of a biological system. The present studies were performed with laboratory stocks that have undergone considerable deliberate and accidental selection since the original isolation of X from nature. It is technically conceivable that some prophages in nature undergo a dynamic equilibrium between the noninserted and inserted states. But this possibility seems precluded for the X stocks studied here.
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